Complete your system with the best
industrial weighing equipment available.
SURVIVOR® Truck and Railroad Scales

Known as “The Toughest Scales on Earth.™” SURVIVOR truck and
track scales provide reliable performance under the most demanding conditions. These scales are built with more structural steel, a
superior support structure and innovative design features that provide consistent accuracy, less downtime and longer scale life.

AUTOMATED
TICKETING KIOSK

HMI Digital Weight Indicators

We offer a complete line of weight indicators, including models that
can store up to 1,000 truck ID numbers and truck tares.

CB-2

The CB-2 is a versatile, efficient concrete batching control system
ideal for ready-mix and block plants. It is capable of controlling
portable plants, stack-up plants, central mix, dry batch as well as
precast plants.

Traffic Signals

Rice Lake traffic signals have been tested to over 80 MPH wind
loading on a single-point attachment. Corrosion-resistant PVC
coatings and stainless steel hardware make the unit virtually impervious to weathering.

Remote and Messaging Displays
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Improves safety
Reduces labor costs
Improves traffic flow
Minimizes “in-yard” times
Minimizes transaction errors
Maximizes transaction counts
Drivers prefer a more efficient system
Dramatically reduce operating costs with a fully automated
solution to truck weighing and vehicle management
User-friendly, intuitive operator prompting
Custom format tickets
Complete data management and tracking control with
Premium Truck Ticketing PC software
Circuit breaker protected AS power management
(instead of fuse)
Accurate weighing and data management with Rice Lake’s
robust 920i ® HMI controller
Designed for unattended vehicle weighing

Visit www.ricelake.com for complete specifications and to see
our entire line of industrial weighing equipment.

Load Cells

Rice Lake is the largest supplier of load cells and related accessories in North America. Our load cells are standard equipment on
many OEM concrete plant applications. Rice Lake components are
the perfect solution to retro-fitting your existing plant.

Belt Scale

Driven by Rice Lake’s revolutionary 920i, this rugged belt scale is built
to last. Ideal for mining, quarries, bulk material blending, process control operations, and truck/barge/rail loading applications, Rice Lake’s
durable belt scale easily handles capacities up to 10,000 tph with
unsurpassed accuracy.

OnTrak Software

OnTrak automated ticketing software provides a versatile database
for the collection of customer, product, hauler, truck, job, price, tax
and transaction information. This entry level software features a SQL
Server 2005 database and can either print or export report information to MS Excel spreadsheets. Both Ethernet TCP/IP and RS-232
connectivity is supported with one or two scale inputs.

WLS-1 Wheel Loader Scale

The WLS-1 Wheel Loader Scale provides on-the-go weighing for
track, skid-steer and front loaders. Essential for quarries, transfer
stations, mines and remote sites, the WLS-1 is a state-of-the-art
solution for on the move weighing that won’t slow your production
rates. This system allows loader operators to accurately load trucks,
rail cars, or vessels to optimum capacity, eliminating load adjustments at the outbound scale.
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Benefits of the Automated Ticketing Kiosk System

Featuring a super-bright LED display and a non-glare filtered lens,
the SURVIVOR LaserLight® Remote Display and M-Series Messaging Remote Display is clearly visible — even in direct sunlight. The
unique IntelliBright™ feature uses a photo sensor that reads ambient light and automatically adjusts the display’s intensity between
day and night settings optimizing power usage. The 4" and 6"
LaserLight and 8 and 12-character M-Series, models are available
with visors.

www.ancomascales.com
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